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Abstract

The Research Data Management Adventure is interactive fiction that takes the player

through the life cycle of a project, highlighting how decisions about research data can

have far-reaching consequences. We explain how the game was developed, highlight

some key features, and discuss researchers’ reactions to it.
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Over the next twenty minutes, I’d like to introduce you to the Research Data Management

Adventure, an interactive fiction game where the player makes decisions about research data

management and faces the consequences.

I’ll take you through the story of why and how my colleagues and I developed it, the decisions

we made along the way, how we’re using it and the impact it’s had so far.
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Section 1

THE CHALLENGE



RESEARCH DATA MANAGEMENT

Gathering

data

Working

with data

Archiving

data
Compliance

Planning

Sharing data

Consent for data handling

Recording provenance

Evaluating third-party data sources

Data management plans

Software management plans

Legislation

Contracts and agreements

Policies

Reliable storage

Data security

Folder structure and file naming

Data documentation

Appraisal and selection

Choosing an appropriate archive

Data access statements

At a meeting of the Research Data Librarians at Bath, Bristol, Cardiff and Exeter Universities,

back in 2015, we discussed the fact that it’s very hard to give anyone a straight answer about

how they should manage their data. Leaving aside the different technical and support infra-

structure of each institution, it makes a difference who is funding the research, whether human

participants are involved, what standards and services exist for the research domain nationally

and internationally, and so on.

What we really needed, in an ideal world, was a form of interactive training and guidance

where someone could feed information in about their circumstances and get a tailored set of

information back out. Someone brought up the old Choose Your Own Adventure books as a kind

of model for this, and that got me thinking.



GAMEBOOKS

66

You soon find a rack of computer disks marked ‘University

Records’. You are only interested in the two current ones and

discard the rest. Will you look through them now (turn to 174), or

take them away with you (turn to 316)?

— Rebel Planet, by Robin Waterfield

In my youth, I was very into these gamebooks, particularly the Fighting Fantasy books. If you

haven’t come across these before, their key feature is that the narrative is divided up into a

series of numbered passages.

66

You soon find a rack of computer disks marked ‘University Records’.

You are only interested in the two current ones and discard the rest.

Will you look through them now (turn to 174), or take them away with

you (turn to 316)?

— Rebel Planet, by Robin Waterfield

After each one, the reader is given a choice of how the story should progress, and told which

passage should be read next as a consequence of the decision. In this way, many people could

read the same book and each experience a different story.



TEXT ADVENTURES

I will mention in passing that many early computer games from the late 70s and early 80s were

written along similar lines. The computer would give you a chunk of text, you would feed it a

command, and it would respond either with an error or another chunk of text that progressed

the story.

Even though the mainstream gaming industry has moved on to ever more elaborate graphical

games, there is still a community of enthusiasts writing text adventures like these for the fun of

it – the bottom row shows you some examples – and I enjoy playing those too.



PARSER GAMES

An iron-barred gate leads north.

> open gate

You shouldn't be able to open it, heavy as it is, but it swings aside
lightly at your touch. The Beast said that it knows friend from enemy; and
the castle, at least, still regards you as friend.

> north

There is no fire in the big fireplace, and no one is waiting for you here;
the air is very cold. Over the gate, the old familiar warning sign is
painted.

— Bronze, by Emily Short

For example, here is an extract from a game by Emily Short, one of the top contemporary

interactive fiction authors.

As you can see, the game relies on the player knowing how to talk to the parser; and while there

are built-in error messages, authors need to anticipate the bizarre things that players might

try. Such games therefore have quite a steep learning curve on the part of the player and a

surprising amount of extra work for the author.



CHOICE GAMES

So there are also systems available now for writing interactive fiction that is sort of halfway

between gamebooks and parser games, where you progress through the narrative by clicking

on hyperlinks; but those hyperlinks can also alter the text on the page and have other side

effects. Probably the most popular of these systems is Twine, but there are others, such as

Squiffy, Undum and Ink.

https://twinery.org/
https://textadventures.co.uk/squiffy
https://idmillington.github.io/undum/
https://www.inklestudios.com/ink/


TRIAGE TOOL

Squiffy

Going back to that meeting I mentioned at the start, as a result of that conversation, I and my

counterparts from Bristol, Cardiff and Exeter universities used Squiffy to develop what became

known as the GW4 Research Data Management Triage Tool, which acted a bit like one of those

interactive troubleshooting wizards you can use when your printer doesn’t work, except instead

of computer problems it helps you with common research data tasks like writing a data access

statement. We plugged away at it for a couple of years and completed it at the start of 2018,

but while I was proud of what were achieving, I couldn’t get that idea of a proper text adventure

out my head.

Because before researchers even get to the point of asking for help with data management,

you have to convince them that it’s a worthwhile thing to do, and it’s not necessarily as straight-

forward as they think it is. As a species we communicate through stories, so what better way

to convey how extensive and consequential data management is than to role play through a

particularly eventful project.

So when my University Librarian asked if there was some way Bath and Stellenbosch Univer-

sities could collaborate on supporting research data management across both institutions, I

thought, this is my chance.



Section 2

WRITING THE GAME



PROJECT TOOL

�

GitHub

�

GitLab

Leading source code hosting service Most popular open source alternative?

� Wiki · Static web hosting · Continuous integration build tools

�

(2017) Private repos

= premium feature
� Private repos as standard

Working with Samuel from Stellenbosch over Skype and email, there were several things to sort

out, such as the style of the game and the tools to use.

The toolset was a fairly quick decision. I felt strongly that we needed a version control system,

and it would be better to develop the code privately. As GitHub charged for private repositories

in 2017, we went to GitLab, which didn’t.

https://github.com/
https://gitlab.com/


DEVELOPMENT TOOL

Squiffy Twee2 Twine

� Markdown-ish syntax · Configurable output · Open source software

� Version control friendly � Messy save files

� Limited features � Rich feature set

� New · Few users � (Builds on Twine) � Mature · Popular

As for the development tool to use, I’d found Squiffy okay when working on the Triage Tool but

we’d had to fall back to raw JavaScript on occasion, and this time I wanted to use something

more capable out of the box, so I looked at using the market leader, Twine 2. The main issue

with it was that the files saved by the interactive editor didn’t work nicely with version control,

but then I found a command-line compiler called Twee2 that could work from a set of source

code files.

https://dan-q.github.io/twee2/


PROOF OF CONCEPT

Research Data
Adventure
You are just settling down to work at your computer when you
notice an envelope on your desk with a sticker on it marked
ʻUrgent .̓ Curious, you open it up and take a look inside. There is
a note from one of your colleagues:

I need your help with this funding bid. They are asking
for something called a data management plan, do you
know what that is? I've never had to do one before. Any
chance you can knock one up? It's due Thursday. Details
enclosed.

“

”

You sigh at the waste of trees and wish all this could have come
by email. Regardless, you leaf through the documents.

Is this or research?qualitative quantitative

1. Do you know what a data management plan is?
a) Yes - I knowwhat a data management plan is
b) No - I do not knowwhat a data management plan is

2. What is a data management plan?
a) A list of steps describing themanner in which research data
will be managed during and after the research process
b) A plan which describes themanner in which research data will
be managed during the research process
c) A plan for managing data
d) A list of steps for managing data during the research process
e) Honestly, I do not know

Congratulations, you certainly know what a data management plan
is.
3. But do you know who is responsible for creating data
management plans?
a) Yes - I knowwho is responsible for creating data management
plans
b) No - I do not knowwho is for responsible creating data
management plans

In order to demonstrate my vision for the game, I spent a happy couple of days hammering out

a short text adventure where a researcher writes a data management plan. Since it wouldn’t be

much fun for the player to write it for real, I concentrated more on the process: do you play it

by ear, do you copy someone else’s, do you look for a template, and so on.

Meanwhile, Samuel came up with a different concept; a sort of multiple choice quiz on data

management plans where you got instant feedback on your wrong answers.

Now, I will admit to being a bit stubborn about this, because I wasn’t willing to give up on

that Fighting Fantasy vision, so what I did at that point was take Samuel’s quiz and turn it into

a meeting with an old-fashioned professor type asking the questions. That exercise proved

significant because the feedback Samuel had written wouldn’t fit in the mouth of someone who

didn’t already know the answers.



AFTER-ACTION REVIEW
Thanks for playing this extract from the Research Data
Adventure. In the section you played, you achieved a score of 11
out of a possible 20.

Here’s how your score breaks down:

• 3 (out of 4) for your definition of a data management plan.
They also discuss how data will be handled after the
project.

• 3 (out of 4) for recognising why funders ask for data
management plans, but missing how they can help you
too.

• 0 (out of 2) for trying to get the Library to write your data
management plan for you. They don’t know your research
as well as you do.

So that’s how we came up with the annotated scorecard approach. We awarded points accord-

ing to how close the player came to giving the right answer, along with an explanation of what

was good or bad about the answer they gave, and saved that information in a screen the player

could look at at the end of the game. Samuel tells me this is called After-Action Review in the

literature.



DETAILED PLANNING

Plan for each level

• Tasks, e.g.

– Write a DMP

• Challenges, e.g.

– Manager chat

– Funding bid review

• Storyline

• Map of passages

• Points awarded

With this combined prototype complete, we had the DMP stage covered, but right from the

start we knew we wanted to cover the whole lifecycle. To plan this out, we ended up using the

GitLab wiki, not least because we could include some simple flowcharts using a language called

Mermaid.

We divided the lifecycle up into six stages, or maybe five and a half, and for each stage, we

wrote a page that laid out

• what the main task of the stage was,

• what challenges would be used to test the player’s decisions,

• the narrative storyline in which to frame those challenges,

• a flowchart breaking the stage into a series of passages or screens, and

• an explanation of how the scores would be awarded, so we could make sure the whole

thing added up to 100.

The theory was that we should be able to translate the flowchart directly into Twee passages

and fill them out with an appropriate bit of story. Of course, things are never quite that simple.

https://mermaid-js.github.io/mermaid/


ADAPTIVE PLOTLINES

0. Start

human participant experimental

1. Writing a data management plan

Failure point: failed bid

2. Gathering data

human data OK consent issue

instrument data OK prov issue

reused data OK IPR issue

3. Organizing data

safely stored vulnerable

Failure point: insecure data

4. Documenting data

Failure point: vulnerable data

5. Archiving data

public embargoed data selection

(6.) Writing a data access statement

Failure point: data issue

One thing was, we wanted the game to be as relatable as possible. At Bath, we found in

particular that qualitative researchers (working with interviews and questionnaires) had a

hard time applying lessons that relied on instruments and numerical tables to their own

work. Moreover, working with human participants exposed them to some significant data

management challenges that physical scientists could largely ignore.

So we decided to provide two versions of the game, one aimed at qualitative human-participant

research and one aimed at lab-based physical scientists. For the most part, we could do this

with a simple toggle variable, changing a few words here and there according to which value

was set. The place where it caused the biggest issue was in the second stage, where the player

plans their data collection. We ended up writing three different Stage Two minigames: one

on designing consent forms, one on selecting the best lab instrument, and one on selecting

appropriate third-party data for secondary research, applicable to both sets of players.

Another thing I wanted the game to teach was that decisions you make at this stage have

an impact on whether and how you can share data at the end of the project. So I set us the

challenge of hiding a metaphorical time bomb in each of these minigames that would go off

towards the end. That’s how we ended up carrying quite a lot of continuity, and one reason why

the later levels were a lot slower and more complicated to write than the first one had been.



And yes, it took a while because both Samuel and I had to fit this in around our regular duties.

In 2019, my colleague Nushrat came on board with a fresh pair of eyes, and helped us with

testing, finding the rough edges and providing some of the missing content.

One of Nushrat’s ideas was to split the scorecard into sections to make it easier to read. Once

I’d made the changes to allow that, it became possible to make the game fully modular, so

you could play just one stage in isolation, though that added again to the complications with

continuity.



Section 3

PLAYING THE GAME



TESTING

2018–19 Informal sharing with colleagues

May–June 2020 Alpha testing with colleagues

July–Sept 2020 Beta testing with postgraduate researchers

recruited via subject librarians

1. Participant records game session with MS Teams

2. Observer watches recording and completes observation form

3. Participant completes feedback form

We solicited feedback from Library and other colleagues at various points, culminating in formal

alpha testing in May and June 2020, followed by beta testing with postgraduate students at Bath

and Stellenbosch between July and September. We had planned to run the tests in person, but

for obvious reasons switched to a remote and asynchronous approach where people would

record their gaming session and fill out a questionnaire. We’d watch the footage back for any

additional points and record them in a different questionnaire.

It was about this time we switched from Skype and Google Docs to MS Teams for our regular

video calls and file sharing, and it turned out to be handy for recording game sessions as well.

The questionnaires were hosted on Stellenbosch’s RedCap account.



FEEDBACK FROM BETA TESTERS

�

�
The purpose of clickable links was not clear . . .

→ Added an optional tutorial at the beginning.

�

�
Would have liked a running total score on the page . . .

→ Added a status line in the footer.

�

�

I would like the game to offer definitions or guidance on

what some of the terminology means.

→ Added pop-up definitions for key terms.

→ Added links to licence terms when choosing licences.

Some of the changes we made in response to the testers’ feedback were to add

• a tutorial section at the start which explained the game mechanics we’d used;

• a status bar showing progress through the game and the current score;

• pop-up definitions for key technical terms, and

• some links to help with selecting licences.



GAME PLAY

[The video RDM-Adventure-demo-score.mp4 was shown on this slide.]

The video shows you the footage from the beginning of the game. There’s the pop-up definition

. . . and this is where the player selects the research style.

Now we have the tutorial section that illustrates all the game mechanics. That shows you how

a cycling link works . . . and then we have a link that reveals some text . . . and then a kind of

puzzle where you select an arbitrary number of options before moving on to the next screen.

While this player practices going through several alternative routes in order, you can get a

better look at the status line I was talking about. The white circles go black as you complete the

stages, and as well as the score, because it might not mean that much to people by itself, we

also have a player rank, which gives you an idea of whether a score is high, middling or low.

There we have another look at the scorecard, now with added heading, and down the bottom

there are links that let you resume playing, hop around to an arbitrary stage or go to the final

screen which contains the game credits and links to our institutional research data manage-

ment guidance pages.



Section 4

USING THE GAME



RESEARCHWEEK 2021

So exactly how can the game be used?

So far at Bath, we’ve been recommending it to people as a sort of virtual training they do by

themselves; pitching it as a way for them to check their understanding, but we’re sneakily

teaching them a few things along the way.

But the modularity of the game means it can also be used within synchronous training sessions

as a sort of summative evaluation tool. For example, during Stellenbosch University’s 2021

Library Research Week, Samuel ran a DMP training session that included gameplay from the

game’s first level. Attendees were able to play the game in real time, meaning it was possible

for Samuel to observe the impact that the game had on the attendees’ understanding of data

management planning.



IMPACT
In its first year, it was played over 1300 times across 66 countries

Since the game’s UK launch in December 2020, it has been played by over 1600 users from 72

countries; the slide shows the figures from the first 12 months.



IMPACT
�

�

The game is a great, fun way to teach researchers about how to manage their

research data, throughout the entire grant life cycle. I really like the way it

feels like you are part of an exciting story, where each decision acts as a cog in

determining how the story ends. — Sonya Towers, Wellcome

• On Open Research Funders Group (ORFG) list of Policy Implementation Tools

• Recommended by Wellcome Open Research Early Career Researcher Advisory

Board Data Sharing campaign

• Included in the Social Sciences & Humanities Open Cloud (SSHOC) SSH Training

Discovery Toolkit

• Promoted by the African Doctoral Academy

We’ve been added to the Open Research Funders Group list of Policy Implementation Tools,

and promoted by the Wellcome Open Research Early Career Researcher Advisory Board [see

their Data Sharing campaign], the Social Sciences & Humanities Open Cloud [see their SSH Training

Discovery Toolkit] and the African Doctoral Academy. The response we’ve had from students has

been unanimously positive; I had a message the other day from someone saying they’d found it

really good and useful.

https://www.orfg.org/policy-implementation-tools-2-1
https://think.f1000research.com/ecrab-data-sharing/
https://training-toolkit.sshopencloud.eu/item/432
https://training-toolkit.sshopencloud.eu/item/432
https://stellenbosch.everlytic.net/public/messages/view-online/9s7E7p3hCZxczVPb/VpLCQm94eegwlJk0/648c0329c03de85c
https://www.orfg.org/policy-implementation-tools-2-1
https://think.f1000research.com/ecrab-data-sharing/
https://training-toolkit.sshopencloud.eu/item/432
https://training-toolkit.sshopencloud.eu/item/432
https://stellenbosch.everlytic.net/public/messages/view-online/9s7E7p3hCZxczVPb/VpLCQm94eegwlJk0/648c0329c03de85c


PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE

• Ported from Twee2 to Twee 3 syntax/Tweego compiler

• Added accessibility tweaks

• Pipelines ready for

– translations

– institutional variants (different help links at the end)

Even though the game is finished, we haven’t been idle since the launch date.

You saw from the timeline that the game was developed over a number of years, and since we started,

the Twee2 compiler has become unmaintained, but there is an official replacement Twee syntax, Twee 3,

and at least two compilers that support it, so I have ported the game across to use it and the game is

now compiled significantly more quickly by a tool called Tweego.

I discovered quite late that, even though you’d think a hypertext game should be accessible as a matter

of course, the default story format in Twine, called Harlowe, actually breaks accessibility because the

links you see aren’t real links. They don’t get special treatment from screen readers and you can’t

navigate to them by keyboard, for example. It turns out there’s another story format called SugarCube

that does take accessibility into account, but switching to it would have required extensive changes to

the game mechanics, so instead, I’ve patched our version of Harlowe so browsers and screen readers

can properly recognise the links.

We also had interest in translating the game into French and Spanish to widen its appeal internationally,

and one University said they’d like to use it but have it point to their own institutional guidance at the

end. We thought these were excellent ideas, so I’ve fiddled around with the build routines, and it is now

possible to add any number of translations and institutional versions by putting in some new files and

adding a few lines to the Makefile. Unfortunately I can’t show you this in action because the code for

these new variants hasn’t arrived yet, but we’re ready for when it does.



QUESTIONS?

Research Data Management Adventure

Game: https://rdm-games.gitlab.io/rdm-adventure/

Source: https://gitlab.com/rdm-games/rdm-adventure

Artwork: Adrian Nardone

All that remains is to give you the link so you can play it yourself, and invite any questions you

might have.

• Play the game

• View the source code and documentation

https://rdm-games.gitlab.io/rdm-adventure/
https://gitlab.com/rdm-games/rdm-adventure
https://rdm-games.gitlab.io/rdm-adventure/
https://gitlab.com/rdm-games/rdm-adventure
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